
BULL MARKET REPORT!!! Insider Buying Alert!!!

Trade Date: Wednesday, July 18, 2007
Company: Latitude Industries Inc.
Symbol: LTDI
Current Price: $0.115 
5-Day Target price: $0.5
Recommendation: Strong Buy/Hold

LTDI Breaking News: Latitude Industries Working With GE Capital 
to Offer Floor Plan Financing  

MIAMI, FL, Jul 18, 2007 (MARKET WIRE via COMTEX) -- 
Latitude Industries Inc. (PINKSHEETS: LTDI), a manufacturer 
of high-performance, center console powerboats, announces today 
that it is completing all the necessary steps and requirements 
to offer floor plan financing through 
GE Commercial Distribution Finance to boat dealers nationwide.

"Once again we are pushing to expand our presence in these competitive 
markets and be able to offer our product to more than 12,000 marine dealers 
with more than $35 Billion in sales nationwide," said Carolina Hernandez, 
President and CEO of Latitude Powerboats.

GE Commercial Distribution Finance (CDF) is a leading provider of 
inventory financing programs that assist in moving products from 
manufacturers and distributors to dealers and resellers. 
CDF’s specialized inventory finance programs make it possible 
for dealers to stock sufficient inventory for their businesses 
at minimal carrying costs.

By taking care of the up-front inventory costs, CDF enables the dealer 
to purchase needed inventory and pay as the product is sold.

About Latitude Industries

Latitude Industries is a manufacturer of high-quality, offshore sport 
fishing boats. The company’s boats fuse innovative design with advanced 
light-weight composite materials that resist rot and decay and retain 
buoyancy under all conditions. Hand-laid fiberglass hulls offer 
the best of old world craftsmanship and new world technology. 
In addition, the company enhances the safety of its boats by using 
the latest lamination technology, creating a sturdy and durable 
hull that can handle the toughest sea conditions. 

Latitude Industries employs craftsmen with decades of industry 
experience at its headquarters in South Florida, the sport fishing 
capital of the world.
 
DO YOU LOVE TRADING PENNY STOCKS? 
WATCH LTDI WEDNESDAY!
THE ALERT IS ON!!!



This feature is optional and can be turned on in the "General Settings" window.
He also said that the links to your web site should look natural.
It has navigation tools that allow users to pan and drag maps.
" Google tests "commercial" results in organic listings "Google is testing inter
spersing alternate listings that appear to be commercial in nature into its natu
ral, or organic, search results.
Ask Jeeves announces general availability of Ask Jeeves sponsored listings.
Better use "used cars" or, even better, "used ford cars knoxville".
The numbers on which it is based might not be comparable for all keywords.
The keyword generator tool helps you to build a list of keywords that are relate
d to your business and that many people search for.
Meanwhile, the directions link provides driving or walking directions between a 
selected start point and destination.
Has your web site been dropped from Google and you don’t know why?
Mix reciprocal links and one-way links to create a natural linking pattern.
" Search engine newslets  Another Google comic strip.
He also confirmed that Google only returns a few of the backlinks they have in t
heir index.
Make sure that the links to your site contain keywords that are related to your 
site and vary the link texts.
Make your own Google logo with Logogle.



Google buys Android for its mobile arsenal.
Rumor: Google might offer Apple’s iTunes music store through its own site.
He also confirmed that Google only returns a few of the backlinks they have in t
heir index.
AOL Search held five percent of all searches, and for the first time, My Way Sea
rch made its way into the top five rankings with two percent of all searches.
If you want to get long-term results with your web site, you have to work with y
our web pages.
That means that you might have a better chance of getting to the top.
You must use keyword phrases that are common enough that people actually use the
m, but unique enough to generate highly qualified, targeted traffic that increas
es your sales.
How many links are good for a web site?
As expected in our previous newsletter issue, Google launches Google Talk.
The Link Popularity Improver now finds much better results and it is faster than
 before.
This week, we’re taking another look at keywords and search engine optimization.

It seems that ethical search engine optimization is still important.
How many links are good for a web site?
Publisher Network to compete with Google AdSense.
- part two "From Google’s viewpoint, once users grant consent by using Google’s 
services, the collected data is beyond the user’s reach forever.
The Yahoo toolbar for Firefox is no longer a beta version.
It’s no secret that Google heavily relies on the number of links and their ancho
r texts to determine the ranking of a web site.
AOL releases MyAOL beta version.
However, you must not change the contents in any way.
To tell Google what your web site is about, you have to optimize your web pages 
for Google.
Basically, the old linking principle still applies: if page a links to page b th
en it is a recommendation from page a to page b.
in talks on record China investment.
" Search engine newslets  Google Total allows you to access many Google services
 on one page.
This week, we’re taking another look at keywords and search engine optimization.

Better use "used cars" or, even better, "used ford cars knoxville".
" Back to table of contents - Visit
I personally know a number of great people who work there.
The Link Popularity Improver now finds much better results and it is faster than
 before.
If you are serious about your web site, you must be serious about your keyword c
hoice.
Burst link growth may be a strong indicator of search engine spam for Google.
However, you’re missing a lot of qualified traffic if you focus only on Google.
" Search engine newslets  Google pauses library project.
The listings are displayed individually for your URLs, keywords and search engin
es.
The Ask Jeeves representative pointed out that text links can be understood by s
earch engines but not image links.
Take some time to find the best keywords for your web site and then optimize you
r pages for these keywords so that you get high rankings on Google, Yahoo and ot
her major search engines.
Gmail now has a sign-up form.
I personally know a number of great people who work there.
Search engine news of the week Yahoo!
Please recommend it to someone you know.
I will not recommend it to my competition because IBP is too good and I don’t wa
nt them to know about it.



Is this an indicator for a new Google service?
It is important that your keywords are targeted and popular and that they attrac
t web surfers with the right motivation.
But I would openly, publicly ask them to do me this one small favor: dump the to
olbar meter.
What this means is that this button, when activated, will allow Google to place 
links on your web page to Amazon, among other places.
Facts of the week Facts of the week: Can too many links hurt your web site?
The changes will be a little more intense than the second weather report and cha
nges will continue over the next week or two.
The discussion confirmed that it is important to focus on ethical search engine 
optimization.
The content of the analyzed web site might have changed in the meantime so that 
the statements above do not apply to the changed site.
The keyphrase "used car dealer" probably will work better for you than "used car
 by owner" even if both key phrases might have the same search volume.
com The Search Engine Facts newsletter is free.
Please recommend it to someone you know.
This week, search engine insiders from Google, Yahoo and Ask Jeeves reveal how t
hey work with links.
Others think that links to a brand-new site might be a spam indicator.
However, I will mention it to everybody outside of my line of business.
The Ask Jeeves representative pointed out that text links can be understood by s
earch engines but not image links.
Thanks for a great software that is designed smart and executed clean.
If you sell used Ford cars in Knoxville then the keyword "cars" won’t work for y
ou.
Gmail now has a sign-up form.
It is important that your keywords are targeted and popular and that they attrac
t web surfers with the right motivation.
This week, we’re trying to find out if too many incoming links are bad for your 
web site.
He also said that the links to your web site should look natural.
Why has your web site been dropped from Google?
Make your own Google logo with Logogle.
" Could Google be the next Microsoft?
Recommended resources "Thanks for a great software that is designed smart" "IBP 
and ARELIS are great products.
" Google testing different search format Google seems to test new search results
 that include "Buy" links and similar additions.
If you choose the wrong keywords, all other web site promotion activities are po
intless.
" Editor’s note: Google banned all CNet editors for a full year because of this 
article.
Ask Jeeves officially launches its own PPC product.
Burst link growth may be a strong indicator of search engine spam for Google.
The content of the analyzed web site might have changed in the meantime so that 
the statements above do not apply to the changed site.
Make sure that the links to your site contain keywords that are related to your 
site and vary the link texts.
Others think that links to a brand-new site might be a spam indicator.
This week, we’re telling you why your web site might be banned by Google and wha
t you can do to get listed on Google.
" Is Google getting too big for its original good ideas?
This week, search engine insiders from Google, Yahoo and Ask Jeeves reveal how t
hey work with links.


